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Create approach velocity    (Speed for distance)  

Convert approach velocity into vertical lift.   (Bounce for time)

Conserve horizontal velocity  (Minimize speed loss)

Control rotation for efficient landings.

Clear the initial point of landing.  
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Speed of the approach establishes the potential distance

Sprint off / drive off board (avoid laboring over the board)

Reaching for distance inhibits lift and forward speed  @
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Bouncing allows greater time for speed to carry the jumper farther

Lunging or reaching for distance lessens air time 

Sinking to jump allows the jumper to pass over foot before he/she can bounce

The athlete must learn to bounce on short run jumps despite the results  

  Athletes must internalize these concepts 

  They must be able to differentiate a bounce from a lunge, or reach etc.  @

To bounce requires: flat footed landing, upright posture, focus on bounce  
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Landing tall makes bouncing easier and lessens the braking action 

Trying to overpower the jump will create greater impact and braking action

Reaching also creates a greater braking action

Sprint and rise off the board (drive bound) - don’t labor over board or jump

Crank the hop leg 

Cast and land tall (pawing)  @
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Extend and reach beyond the Center of Gravity’s parabolic path

Dig down and back to lift the hips 

Jumper must maintain upright posture throughout all three phases

Settle into the cradle with the hips and trunk (in a crunched position)

At this point normal landing actions will not work

Lead with the hips (tucked) / Shoulders follow the hips 
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Bounce in place  (show difference of sinking to jump & bounce) 

Land tall and flat footed  

Upright posture

Don’t encourage arm technique or knee lift (just bounce)

Quiz them on landings and if they felt a bounce   @
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Spring in place    then    Forward

Hop in place     then    Forward

Bound in place    then    Forward

LLRLLRLLR & RRLRRLRRL  (in place)      then    Forward

LLRB or RRLB (in place)    then     Forward

1&2 Step TJ   L……L……R……B  land both feet (*FB) 4-4–4

4 Step TJ     L……..L……R……R  runout landing  (*FBP)  6-5-5

4&6 Step TJ   L……….L……..R……..R runout landing (*FBP) 9-8-8

 Task Progression for Triple Jump 
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Task Progression (Bounce, Flat Landing, Posture)  

Mat Hop – Bound w/ knee landing (in PV front pit)

Mat Hop – Bound – Bound w/ knee landing (in PV front pit)

Mat Hop – Bound – Bound w/ runout landing (in sand)

Mat Hop – Bound – Bound w/ whistle to land (in sand)

Multiple TJ  LLRLLRLLRL runout   &   RRLRRLRRL runout

Bounce for Time Drills (to travel farther)  
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Sprint Drills  

Sprint Progression     (Create Speed)

Sand Drive Bounds (check distance) 4-8 strides   

Sand Hops (drive bound then crank to a hop) w/ runout landing

Sand Hops w/ bound

Mat Drive Bounds w/ runout

Mat Hops w/ runout

Mat Hops w/ bound 

Speed for Distance Drills 
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Cone Cranks – walk - (tuck hips, line heels, with upright posture) 

Cone Cranks into sand w/ runout  - 6 to 8 strides

Cone Cranks into sand w/ bound  6+ strides

Cone Cranks onto mat w/ bound  6+ strides

Multiple Bounds w/ knee & cast   2 to 6 strides

 Simple Principles of an Active Landing

Cast and Land Tall 

Bounce Quick

Minimal Speed loss Drills   


